simply geopolitical, as much of the literature has long maintained. If this is so, on what grounds can the author argue that while the Marxist-Leninist discourse fit ''Cuban criteria and empirical models,'' liberal or social democratic ones represented ''exogenous models'' (137)?
Finally, this reviewer finds it frankly quite inexcusable that having cited Afro-Cubans, both in terms of their historical struggles and their cultural/ religious contributions to Cuban ''revolutionary dreams '' (64-65) , he then decides that since the history of black radicalism ''remains to be written,'' it necessarily ''falls outside the remit of . . . this study '' (34 Within reach of my desk sits a worn copy of the enormously useful first edition of Jaime Suchlicki's Historical Dictionary of Cuba (1988) . Having routinely recurred to this work of reference, I join fellow Cubanists in welcoming the publication of a second, expanded and updated, edition of this work. This new edition, the latest volume in a series of historical dictionaries of the Latin American nations, has 453 more pages and is far more attractive than the previous edition as far as typesetting and page design are concerned. The dictionary consists of more than 2,000 alphabetically arranged entries, a new preface by Suchlicki entitled ''Cuba beyond Castro,'' a historical chronology, a 153-page bibliography, 10 maps, and an index.
The dictionary's entries follow a strict A-to-Z format and range in length from four and a half pages (Fidel Castro's) to a single sentence (Eduardo Abela's, for example: ''(1899-1965) . Painter from San Antonio de los Baños.''). The biographical entries include several hundred individuals, from Indian chieftain Hatuey (?-1511) to the balserito Elián González. The majority of the people about whom biographies are written have been chosen because of their importance in politics or international relations. Numerous entries are devoted to Cuba's colonial governors, some of them rather obscure, as well as to some lackluster U.S. officials who served in Cuba in some diplomatic capacity. While a few authors, musicians, and painters are included in the dictionary, the work reflects a strong bias in favor of political figures over those of the cultural, religious, and economic realms. Cubans of the diaspora are also underrepresented. Significantly, for example, there is no entry on Roberto Goizueta, the late, long-time president of the Coca-Cola corporation. As far as balance between pre-and post-1959 historical figures, however, the author appears to have struck a very good balance.
Other entries cover organizations and institutions, from the ABC political organization to the Venceremos Brigades; municipalities from Bahía Honda to Zulueta; Cuban terms such as caballería, choteo, mulatto, and zafra; and historical and contemporary topics from agriculture and banditry to women and yellow fever.
While overall a reliable and accurate source of reference, the Historical Dictionary exhibits a few weaknesses and errors that should be noted. Throughout the book, Suchlicki demonstrates a preference for older toponyms rather than those more recently imposed by the Cuban revolutionary government. As unpopular and absurd as some of the recent place name changes may be, the Isle of Youth is still the official name of what used to be the Isle of Pines. By the way, both pines and youth appear to have fled the island, and we may sometime soon have yet another name for the fabled Treasure Island. Significantly, the Historical Dictionary includes a map of Cuba's provinces as they stood until 1976 but not one of the current provincial borders.
Authors are painfully aware, this reviewer included, that there is no such thing as a perfect book; typos and misspelled names of people and places routinely slip by authors, editors, and proofreaders, only to be discovered later by seemingly infallible readers and reviewers. A number of such typos or misspellings appear throughout the dictionary. Among those that caught my eye were Reynaldo (instead of Reinaldo) Arenas; Rafael (instead of Ramón) Barquín López; Gaspar Cisneros Betancourt (instead of Betancourt Cisneros), and Barú (instead of Baní). Many of the Spanish words in the text are not spelled with an orthographic accent when one was required; others include an accent that does not belong.
Despite some of the shortcomings outlined above, the new edition of Suchlicki's Historical Dictionary of Cuba will be welcomed by students and researchers interested in Cuban topics. My copy of this new edition will sit near my desk next to the older edition, and I look forward to using them both. La escritura femenina, puerta hacia un imaginario más amplio que constata la visión de la mujer y su vivencia personal e histórica, representa un reto para los
